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Press Releases

UL Selects ELTEK Labs for High-Voltage EIS Testing
UL, a global leader in certification, and ELTEK Labs, a worldwide expert in electrical insulation system testing, have agreed to
enhance their level of collaboration to deliver an increased service value to high voltage clients.
NORTHBROOK, Ill., Aug. 11, 2016 — Two global industry leaders are teaming up to provide the transformer, motor, and generator industry with high
voltage expertise, system testing and certification in a more client focused and streamlined fashion.
UL is the global leader for certification of Electrical Insulation Systems (EIS) and has the largest certification database of electrical insulation materials
and systems.
ELTEK Labs is the world leader for EIS testing and is the only independent testing laboratory internationally recognized for EIS testing by the
International Accreditation Service (IAS).
UL and ELTEK Labs have a long tradition of successful collaboration in testing and certification of EIS. The new level of collaboration is designed to
increase innovation, speed to market, and improve market success of our clients.
To do this, UL and ELTEK Labs have developed a simplified approach for timely and efficient handling of HV projects. The simplified approach has UL
handling the entire project from program assessment all the way to certification and includes all levels of client engagement. ELTEK will be part of the UL
team providing technical and testing support to UL.
The simplified approach will provide alignment between the client, the testing lab, and the certification body, so projects will move from conception to
certification quickly and smoothly
Whether your needs are for HV EIS for use in:
motors or generators to IEC 60034-18-31 or others in the 60034-18-series.
transformers to the newly accepted test method expected to become IEC 61857 Part 41 or IEEE C57.12.60.
Have your projects submitted to UL for certification and ELTEK Labs for testing.
Simplified Process – Technical Expertise – Market Access
UL – Working for a Safer World
ELTEK – Reliable Data Comes Standard
For more details and information, contact:
UL at: PMSales@ul.com or ELTEK Labs at: quoting@ELTEKlabs.com
.
About UL
UL is a premier global independent safety science company that has championed progress for more than 120 years. Its nearly 11,000 professionals are
guided by the UL mission to promote safe working and living environments for all people. UL uses research and standards to continually advance and
meet ever-evolving safety needs. We partner with businesses, manufacturers, trade associations and international regulatory authorities to bring solutions
to a more complex global supply chain. For more information about our certification, testing, inspection, advisory and education services,
visit http://www.UL.com.
About ELTEK International Laboratories
ELTEK Labs is the world leader in the field of testing for Electrical Insulation Systems (EIS). Our experience and expertise are called upon by all
segments of the electro-technical industry. ELTEK Labs performs testing across the range of both low- and high-voltage applications. ELTEK Labs has
also developed several new test methods for EIS evaluation, which have become IEC Standards – confirming ELTEK’s commitment to uniform test
methods and global acceptance of results. For more information, visit http://www.ELTEKLabs.com.
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